Every effort was made to ensure that wintercityedmonton.ca round. Whether you are out for a skate, a ski, making it easy and enjoyable to connect with offers a network of winter warm-up locations, as a world-leading winter city, Edmonton

WINTER MAINTENANCE
The City and Community Services are working to keep our streets and sidewalks clear of snow. Outdoor activities rely on clear sidewalks which allow for reduced traffic and improved safety for all users. The City’s Winter Operations website provides a road-by-road look-up of safety concerns, updates to snow removal priorities, and potential delays. Visit wintercityedmonton.ca for updates.

DOGS IN THE RIVER VALLEY

- River Valley's trails and shared-use paths are allowing off-leash dogs in certain areas.
- Dogs must be on a leash in streets, parks and transit areas.
- Some areas have designated off-leash areas.
- Dogs must be on a leash while on transit routes.
- Off-leash areas are located near parks and trails.

FEATURES OF THIS MAP
- The City of Edmonton makes every reasonable effort to ensure accuracy of details. This map is not intended for navigation purposes or to be used for legal purposes. This map is produced by the City of Edmonton. For more details on all parks and trails visit wintercityedmonton.ca

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
TRAILS, PATHS AND ROUTES LEGEND – WINTER
- Green Roads - Light Traffic, Grades up to 7%
- Yellow Roads - Medium Traffic, Grades up to 10%
- Black Roads - Heavy Traffic, Grades up to 15%
- Brown Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 20%
- White Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 30%
- Purple Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 40%
- Blue Roads - Medium Traffic, Grades up to 20%
- Pink Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 30%
- Red Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 40%
- Grey Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 50%
- Brown Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 60%
- Orange Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 70%
- Yellow Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 80%
- Green Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 90%
- Red Roads - All Traffic, Grades up to 100%
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